
C reate your very own personal holiday programme with our choice of carefully chosen excursions! Each excursion is a 
highlight in itself: from tours through metropolises, trips through impressive landscapes to action and fun-filled excursions. 
In many cities you have the opportunity to visit the country and its people with your own personal guide and driver.

We have compiled the excursion programme in conjunction with well-known, local agencies. We arrange the excursions and they 
are implemented by the local agencies, which are the excursion organisers, and thus also your contractual partners. Your A-ROSA 
excursion team has tried every excursion. They have explored the cities, the surroundings, museums and castles themselves to 
provide you with the best experiences so you can look forward to a variety of excursions that will make your holiday unforgettable. 
The excursions for your cruise can be found on the following pages.

In order to provide you with a better overview of the various options, we have divided our excursions into six categories: Bike, 
Discovery, Adventure, Family, Exclusive and Gourmet tours. Each is assigned the corresponding symbol. 

We wish you an enjoyable time on shore! Your A-ROSA Team.

Excursion programme as of 02/2024, subject to change.

A-ROSA EXCURSION CATEGORIES EXCURSION AGENCIES

LEVELS OF DIFFICULTY

 EASY 
An excursion for everyone. For the most  
part, you`ll travel by bus or other means of 
transport. There are only short, easy walks.

 MODERATE 
The excursion includes longer walks, some  
of which involve cobblestones or stairs. Pure 
city walks also fall into this category.

 ADVANCED 
Longer city walks or easy hikes are part of  
the excursion. A certain basic level of fitness 
is required. 

 SPORTIVE 
Whether hiking or cycling, these excursions 
require good physical condition, stamina  
and dexterity.

DISCOVERY TOURS
City tours, city walks or sightseeing tours.

BIKE TOURS
Guided bike tours for an energetic way to explore the
region.

GOURMET TOURS
Sample regional specialities directly from the producers.

EXCLUSIVE TOURS
Individual and private excursions by van or car with driver
and/or private guide.

ADVENTURE TOURS
Themed tours or excursions with unusual forms of trans-
portation.

FAMILY TOURS
Exciting and interactive excursions for young and old.

GLOBUS TOURS GmbH

Churerstrasse 42

CH-8808 Pfäffikon/ SZ

EXCURSIONS 



Melk

The Benedictine Abbey Melk is not only the
landmark of the Wachau, but also one of faith
and Austrian history. Since its founding in 1089,
it has been continuously inhabited by
Benedictine monks. It is regarded as a

masterpiece of fusion of art, culture and nature,
of faith and science. Enjoy a wonderful view of
the Wachau from the 60-metre-high Melk
Abbey, before taking a look at the imposing
interior with its many baroque rooms.

Price: � 65,00 | Duration: approx. 02:00 h

MELK ABBEY - THE LANDMARK OF THE
WACHAU

B
Vienna

On this tour, you will get to know Vienna's most
historically significant sights. We will begin with
a drive along the Ringstrasse with its
magnificent buildings, such as the State Opera,
the Museum of Art History and the Museum of
Natural History, the Hofburg Palace, the
Parliament Building, the city hall, the university,
the stock exchange and past numerous palaces
and monuments to famous composers, poets

and artists. We will then continue to travel along
the Prater with its famous Ferris Wheel to the
Hundertwasser house, to St. Charles's Church
and the Viennese Music Association. One of
Vienna’s landmarks can only be reached by foot
due to its location – St. Stephen's Cathedral.
After a brief tour of the outside, you will be
taken back to your cruise ship.

Price: � 59,00 | Duration: approx. 03:30 h

ROUNDTRIP THROUGH THE HISTORICAL
VIENNA

B
Bratislava

Taking you directly to the most beautiful view,
the Bratislava City Express will deliver you to the
Bratislavský Hrad (Bratislava Castle). From the
85-metre-high plateau, you can see far over the
Danube. The city owes its name to Duke

Wratislaw, who built the complex in the middle
of the 17th century. Maria Theresia decided to
reconstruct the castle a century later as you'll see
on your visit today. After the castle, you will
explore the historical centre with its Renaissance
houses and baroque palaces by foot.

Price: � 39,00 | Duration: approx. 02:00 h

WITH THE CITY EXPRESS TO THE CASTLE
AND BY FOOT THROUGH THE HISTORIC
CENTRE
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